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o selection and development of an optimum MNM 

library to support objectives below;

o technically and computationally advanced integration 

of systems biology;

o balanced toxicological / ecotoxicological approaches;

o novel high throughput platforms for screening;

o feedback loops for development of safer by design 

MNMs;

o Robust framework for classification of MNMs 

according to their biological impacts

NanoMILE key objectives
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Hypothesis and non-hypothesis driven research 

o Hypothesis driven approaches focus on specific

mechanisms and aim at elucidating adverse outcome

pathways (AOPs) in detail.

o These are very effective but there should be sufficient

evidence for supporting the original assumptions. Often

this is not the case.

o Nanomaterials are a relatively novel technology and prior

knowledge is scare. They are an ideal ground for the

application of approaches that aim at “learning” the

underlying structure of AOPs from observational data.



Measuring is not enough!

o Recent improvements in Functional Genomics

technologies (e.g. transcriptomics, proteomics,

metabolomics, physiomics) allow measuring the relative

concentration of tens of thousands of cellular molecular

components in single experiments.

o This generates large amounts of data but this is not

sufficient to increase knowledge. On it’s on this is just a

large stamp collecting exercise.

o Advanced computational approaches are required to

analyse and interpret large scale data.



Reverse engineering and mechanistic models

Inference engine



The VPH aims to support the 
development of patient-specific computer 

models and their application in 
personalised and predictive healthcare. 

The Virtual Physiological Human Network of 
Excellence aims to provide the necessary 

infrastructure

computational methodologies, 
tools and databases

Enable academic, clinical and 
industrial researchers to 

communicate, and to exchange 
data and technologies in a 

standardised way.



Logic regression models create trees that represent combinations 

of mutations that are able to predict responders and non-

responders

((snpA and !snpB) & (snpC and snpD)) or ((snpA and !snpB) & (snpE and ( !snpC or snpF)))

Trees are converted into a normalized logic expression

A simulation environment and a decision-

support system aiming at enabling the 

deployment of systems medicine.  
 
A knowledge base,  

 

An inference engine,  
 

A simulation engine,  
 

Two graphical visualisation environments.  

 
The Synergy system focuses on patients with COPD, which is a major public 

health problem and a complex, heterogeneous and multi-component disease. 
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Conceptual structure of a molecular network



Functional
Module B

Functional
Module A

Functional
Module C

Physiology

Identify groups of genes which define a sub-graph within a 
gene regulatory network

Challenge: Different definitions of functional module can 
lead to different results

Identify a network topology which is compatible with 
observed data (i.e. time course)

Challenge: Many possible topologies can explain the data

Identify the most important components whose combined 
activity is predictive of physiology outcome

Challenge: The methodology needs to be able to identify 
genes, proteins or metabolites that most directly contribute 
to the phenotype

Identify the key Functional modules

Identify the structure of regulatory networks

Identify molecular components controlling physiology



Network Modularity



Step 1

RND3 immunoprecipitation

Step 2

MASS Spectrometry

RND3 interacting 

protein 
Known to 

interact 

(Database) 

Transcriptionally 

correlated in the 

CAM model 

How can RND3 regulate cell cycle?

Step 3:

Integration of the RND3 interactome with 

known PPI interaction databases and  

CAM expression profiling



A new modularization method
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We want to maximise:

Nodes are scored for differential expression:

Small p values-> large profits

Large p values -> small profits

Edges are scored for co-expression:

Small correlation values -> large costs

Large correlation values -> small costs
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RND3 is nuclear and controls MCM3 localization 

Apoptosis

RNA splicing

DNA licensing factors

DNA licensing factors

Lamin

NFKB signalling



Network Inference



Learning the structure of a dynamical model

by integrating multiple experiments

Dynamical model explaining 

the interaction between

Soluble factors and effector 

functions









Systems Approaches to Nanomaterials toxicity
A Proof of Concept Study

PVP = Organic poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) 
SiO2 = inorganic amorphous aluminum-doped silica

Exposures 

Were done with 15-20 adult (14 day old) daphnids

at 1/10 LC50 in 800 mL COMBO media for 24 

hours.

Gene Expression using Illumina RNA sequencing

A collaboration with Prof. Chris Vulpe



Systems Approaches to Nanomaterials toxicity
Exploratory Analysis
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Systems Approaches to Nanomaterials toxicity
Coating – Functional Analysis
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Systems Approaches to Nanomaterials toxicity
Identifying Network Modules Linking

Transcriptional Response to Phenotypic endpoints
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Conclusions                     Future Plans

Functional Enrichment

Helicase Activity (11)
DEAD and DEAH domain proteins

Snf2-related protein

Chromosome maintenance complex proteins

Intracellular Protein Transport (10)

RNA Processing (8)

Protein Catabolism (6)

Ubiquitination

Proteasome

1. Obtain Data of sufficient 

complexity to develop a multi-step 

QSAR model applied to specific 

classes of nanoparticles

2. Develop dynamical models of 

Daphnia AgNW response that 

include more complex phenotypic 

readouts

3. Use a broader range of species 

where mechanistic studies are 

possible (e.g. Zebrafish)




